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ABSTRACT 

Flows through the unlined spillways at the Mokolo Dam in South Africa and the Copeton Dam in 
Australia gave rise to unexpected and substantial erosion of the strong, blocky rock masses.  The 
erosion at Copeton threatened the integrity of the spillway gates and required spillway modifications 
and substantial changes to flood management of the dam.  The erosion at Mokolo could in due course 
affect the safety of the spillway operations.  The dramatic erosion of these two spillways have matters 
in common relating to geotechnical and hydraulic behaviour which provided lessons in respect to 
design and operation of new projects. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The 113m high Copeton embankment dam, in northern New South Wales, Australia was completed in 
1976. The gated spillway was designed to discharge 15300 m3s-1 into an unlined channel within high 
strength granite (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Granite downstream of gates and concrete chute at Copeton Dam 

The 57m high Mokolo embankment dam in the north west of South Africa was completed in 1980. The 
uncontrolled side channel spillway is approximately 200m wide at its mouth, discharging into an 
unlined channel in high strength quartzitic sandstone. 
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The issue which unites these two spillways is the dramatic, and unexpected, slot-type erosion that 
occurred in the high strength rock at both sites during early discharges through the channels. 

2. THE EROSION AS OF 2014 

In Figure 2, a 3D view of the Mokolo spillway is given.  In Figure 3 a view down the erosion slot taken 
in 2014 is presented. 

 

Figure 2. 3D view of the eroded slot in the Mokolo spillway 

 

Figure 3. View downstream along the Mokolo slot in high strength quartzitic sandstone 

Figure 4 shows the lower part of the eroded slot in the Copeton spillway in 2014.  The upper portion of 
the slot which eroded dramatically during the first major flood discharge was filled with concrete in the 
1990s. 
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Figure 4. View up the lower part of the eroded slot in high strength granite at Copeton Dam 

3. ENGINEERING GEOLOGY 

3.1 Mokolo 

The Mokolo spillway is excavated in near horizontally bedded quartzitic sandstones of the Cleremont 
and Sandrivier Sandstones of the Kransberg Sub-group, Waterberg Group.  The sandstones include 
interbedded shale layers between 10mm and 100mm thickness. Discontinuities comprised the 
continuous bedding planes, joints dipping at about 80° SW and SE (van Schalkwyk et al, 1994 and 
1995). 

Given the wide defect spacing and high strength of the sandstone (50MPa and 100MPa), designers 
may have expected little or no erosion in the spillway channel. 

However, after a long period of discharge in 1981, it became evident that a significant, near vertical, 
reverse fault crossed the spillway; creating three structural regions (see Figures 5, 6 and 7).  Although 
the discharges throughout 1981 were relatively small (peak discharge of 82 m3s-1, Pells 2016), an 
erosion slot of approximately 3 metres depth had developed (Blersch, per comm. 2015). 

 

Figure 5. Fault interpretation in 1995, and subsequent interpretation in 2014 
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Figure 6. Fault zone exposed in side of spillway 

 

Figure 7. Kink zone and fault in floor of spillway 

A detailed ground survey was undertaken in June 1990, showing that after further relatively small 
discharges in 1989, the slot was about 8m deep.  Large flood peaks in February 1996 and March 2014 
incurred reservoir levels over 2m above the spillway sill, and discharge of 800 to 900 m3s-1 (Pells 
2016)  A inspection of the spillway by the present authors in May 2014 estimated the depth of erosion 
about 30m. 

The fault itself comprises approximately 1m of very dense, re-cemented, breccia of soil-like properties.  
The geotechnical parameters of the kink zone are summarised in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Structural Region 2 (Kink Zone) 

 

No stress measurements were made in the quartzitic sandstones in the Mokolo spillway.  However, 
the Waterberg Group is pre-Karoo, which, in turn, is characterised by relatively high horizontal 
stresses (van Heerden, 1972).  In addition the high angle reverse fault in the Mokolo spillway is 
indicative of very high horizontal stresses at some time in the past.  

3.2 Copeton 

The Copeton site is within the New England batholith which, at the spillway site, comprises two-phase 
granite, namely: coarse (porphyritic), with; secondary, fine grained, and 200 million years later, basalt 
dyke intrusions. 

Faulting in the area of the dam had been mapped on a regional scale at the time of construction, as 
shown in Figure 8 (Thomson and Woodward, 1980). 

 

Figure 8. Faulting in the granite in the vicinity of Copeton Dam, pre-construction 

The granites are high strength (UCS of 100MPa to 150MPa) and massive.  It was assumed by the 
designer at the time of excavation of the spillway that joints would be tight, rough, widely spaced, and 
with fresh joint wall rock.   

The design incorporated a 55m long lined section downstream of the gates, followed by a 1:50 grade 
channel, in fresh granite, excavated by blasting.  

UCS MPa Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4
>250 <1m

100-250 1m-3m
50-100 3m-10m
25-50 10m-20m
5-25 >20m
1-5

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 <0.1mm
Bedding Joint Joint 0.1-0.5mm

~0 75 to 115 80 0.5-2.5mm

n/a -10 to +10 285 to 295 2.5-10mm

>10mm
>2m None None None

0.6-2m Soft or hard

0.2-.6m Dense or loose Dense Dense Dense

.06-.2m Dense or loose

<600mm

DEFECT APERTURE
Very tight

Tight
Moderately open

CONTINUITY
Very low

Low
Medium

High
Very high

Open

Very wide

ROUGHNESS

Clayey

Sandy

DEFECT INFILL

Breccia

Very rough/stepped
Rough/undulating

Slightly rough
Smooth, planar
Slickensided

 This classification refers to the rock visible in this Structural Region in the floor of the spillway and adjacent to the eroded fault in May 
2014 and is different to that visible to van Schalkwyk et al in 1994/1995 

Strength of intact  rock Rock Quality Designation

90%-100%
75%-90%

DEFECT ORIENTATIONS

Description

Classification
Very high

High
Medium

Low
Moderate

Very low

Close

Moderate

50%-75%
25% - 50%

<25%

RQD

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Wide
Very wide

SPACINGS

Dip (degrees)

Dip Direction (degrees TN)

Completely, VLow strength
Highly, Low strength

 Moderate, Mod strength
Fresh to Slight

JOINT WALL WEATHERING
Very close

SITE STRUCTURAL REGION

Mokolo Dam Spillway SR2 

ROCK TYPE AND STRATIGRAPHY

Waterberg Sandstones,quartzitic and felspathic sandstones; down dragged 
adjacent to major fault
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As can be seen from Figure 9, a small, but quite sharply incised valley ran up the line of the valley.  In 
February 1976, prior to completion of the dam, a relatively small flood (peak discharge of 200 m3s-1) 
was discharged down the spillway, and caused substantial erosion (see Figures 9 and 10). 
Subsequent spills have resulted in further substantial erosion. 

 

Figure 9. Natural valley along the line of the spillway 

 

Figure 10. Oblique view after 1976 floods 

Substantial investigation undertaken following the initial erosion event showed two major geological 
influences. 

The first was that the small incised valley was along the line of a transpressional strike-slip fault 
(Sullivan 2014). This contained no fault breccia but was characterised by close jointing. 

The second is that very high horizontal stresses were measured in the granite (Woodward, 1981); 
such that once the erosion slot commenced the resulting stress concentration was sufficient to cause 
spalling fracture of intact rock (see Figure 11).  These stresses were probably also the generator of 
the natural, and ubiquitous, sheet jointing in the granite mass. 

Geotechnical parameters for the rock within a zone about 20m wide along the line of the fault are 
summarised in Table 2 and Figure 12 (Pells, 2016).  
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Figure 11. Stress induced fracturing within the erosion slot 

Table 2. Granite within shear zone 

 
 

 

Figure 12. Defects associated with the shear zone 

UCS MPa Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

>250 <1m
100-250 1m-3m
50-100 3m-10m
25-50 10m-20m
5-25 >20m
1-5

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 <0.1mm

Joint Joint Joint Joint 0.1-0.5mm

vertical vertical Vertical ~20 0.5-2.5mm

~320 15 60 190 2.5-10mm

>10mm
>2m

0.6-2m Soft or hard

0.2-.6m Dense or loose

.06-.2m Dense or loose

<60mm

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  This classification references the rock in the upper eastern side of the spillway cascade as visible in 2014 

 Moderate, Mod strength Slightly rough
Highly, Low strength Smooth, planar

Completely, VLow strength Slickensided

Very close ROUGHNESS
JOINT WALL WEATHERING Very rough/stepped

Fresh to Slight Rough/undulating

Wide Clayey

Moderate Sandy

Close Breccia

Dip Direction (degrees MN) Open

SPACINGS Very wide
Very wide DEFECT INFILL

DEFECT ORIENTATIONS Very tight

Description Tight

Dip (degrees) Moderately open

25% - 50% Low Very high
<25% Very low DEFECT APERTURE

75%-90% Medium Medium
50%-75% Moderate High

RQD
Classification CONTINUITY

Very high Very low
90%-100% High Low

SITE STRUCTURAL REGION ROCK TYPE AND STRATIGRAPHY
Copeton Spillway Structural Region 3 Granite of New England batholith - Slightly weathered and fresh, closely 

jointed within shear zone.Rock Quality Designation Strength of intact  rock 
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4. HYDRAULICS 

The rate of dissipation of hydraulic power has been used effectively as an index of erosion potential of 
water flows (Rooseboom and Mulke, 1982; van Schalkwyk, 1994; Kirsten and Kirsten, 1995; 
Annandale, 1995; Pells, 2016). The unit stream power dissipation  (power dissipation per m2) is 
expressed as: 

       (1) 

Where:  Q is the discharge (m3s-1); Bf is the flow width; dE/dL (= Sf) is the gradient of 
the hydraulic grade line, and; q is the specific discharge (m2s-1) 

The formation of an erosion slot effectively concentrates the available discharge into a smaller channel 
width.  At the mouth of the spillway at Mokolo Dam, for instance, the discharge of 900 m3s-1 associated 
with the flood of record was distributed over a width of 200 m, giving a specific discharge of 4.5 m2s-1. 
Photographs taken during flooding demonstrated that the entire flood of record could be 
accommodated within the erosion slot which, being approximately 10 m wide, effectively increased the 
specific discharge, and hence the , by 20 times up to 90 m2s-1.  In addition, plunging of flows into 
the slot dramatically increases the friction slope.  As such, the formation of an erosion slot creates a 
positive feedback loop, where increased erosion results in increased erosive power, and so forth.  This 
is illustrated in Figure 13, which shows the results of hydraulic modelling of the spillway (HEC-RAS), 
for the periods 1981, 1990 and 2014, respectively.   

The flood events causing erosion at Copeton Dam have similarly been described as being small.  
However, detailed hydraulic investigations presented in Pells 2016 found amplification of the UD 
through steep plunging into the narrow slot to be provide power dissipation in excess of 500 kW.m-2. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Given the similar nature of erosion at these two sites, the mechanism of erosion is of interest to dam 
spillway owners and designers.  Assessment of erosion potential at spillway sites should check for 
similar possible mechanisms. 

Notwithstanding the absence of site specific rock stress testing at Mokolo, from the available 
evidence, it appears that at both sites the erosion mechanism has been as follows: 

 Initial erosion along the line of faults, undetected at time of construction. 
 Concentration of flow leading to some increase in hydraulic loading. 
 Stress-induced fracturing of intact rock and/or upward bucking of beds at the base of eroding 

slots allowing easy ingress of upward and downstream hydraulic forces sufficient to flick the 
spalled rock, or lifted beds, off the base of the slot 

 Relief of the horizontal stresses adjacent to the slot sides allowing opening of vertical joints 
 Hydraulic pressures in the vertical joints adjacent to the slots lead to toppling of rock blocks 

into the maelstrom within the slot. 
 A positive feedback loop is created in which further erosion increases the capacity of the 

erosion channel to accommodate discharge, leading to higher hydraulic loading, and further 
erosion, and henceforth 

In effect the process described above is simply an extreme acceleration of natural valley forming 
processes.  
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Figure 13. Effect of slot creation on erosive power at Mokolo 
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